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Golden hope for a wastelandSEE INSIDE
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By NICK STEWART
Northern Ontario Business

G oldcorp Inc. is just
months away from mak-
ing a production decision
to dig up the literal "heart

of gold" a stone's throw from down-
town Timmins.

The Vancouver-based producer
is working fervently through the
winter months to build a case for a
series of open pit mines at the very
centre of the historic mining com-
munity, potentially making Tim-
mins a unique portrait of modern
mining in Ontario.

The project will carve out a patch
of land just south of Highway 101,
the main drag along which most of
the city's m^or commercial activity
is located.

The 250-acre property is surround-
ed by a pharmacy, a fast food outlet, a
hotel, the Shania Twain Centre, the
Gold Mine Tour and residential stib-
urbs on two sides. The downtown
core is across the street to the west.

This large area is the site of the
shuttered but still treacherous un-
dergrotind Hollinger Mine, closed in
1968. Its hundreds of miles of tunnels
have plagued the community with
sinkholes and subsidences, creating
a restricted wasteland and resulting
in millions in property damage.

By mining out the area, Goldcorp
stands to not only tap into the
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The former Hollinger Mine workings, just south of Highway 101 in Timmins, are a no-man s-land prone to dangerous sinkholes.
Goldcorp hopes to mine it out with a series of open pits and replace it with greenery and a lake safe (or the public.
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Poised for growth
Thunder Bay gears up to he mining huh

By IAN ROSS
Northern Ontario Business

M ining is big in Thunder
Bay, and it only stands
to get bigger

Once heavily reliant
on the forestry industry, the north-
western Ontario city has been
making an economic transition
into health sciences and knowledge-
based industries.

But always lurking in the inner
city industrial parks on streets
named Alloy, Tungsten and Cobalt
has been the mining sector

Rebounding commodity prices

coming out of the recession have
put northwestern Ontario in the
spotlight for the last few years.

Mining conferences are filling
hotel rooms and a record amount
of exploration activity in the region
and the Far North has created some
junior mining superstars in Ewan
Downie, Don Hoy and Mac Watson.

"It's captured the imagination of
a lot of people throughout the prov-
ince," said Steve Demmings, CEO
of Thunder Bay Community Eco-
nomic Development Commission
(CEDC), "particularly people in the
North, that this is now coming upon
us very quickly"

Steve Demmings, Thunder Bay's head of economic development, is bulking up his
commission to seize more opportunities in the mining industry.

The CEDC has jumped on the
bandwagon in branding the city as
a mining supply and services hub
by launching an online goods and

services directory last spring.
Now they're out to snag a mining

development officer who can help
» > PAGE 22
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Major mining project in downtown Timmins continues to take shape
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Goldcorp's conceptual images show what its Hollinger open pit operation will look like (left) and how the post-closure state of the land will offer greenery and a man-made lake (rightl, making the land safe for use.
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abandoned riches beneath the soil, but also to
later transform it into safe, usable land.

Like the issues surrounding the property it-
self, the new mining project is rife with logisti-
cal challenges, not the least of which involves
determining what was left in the ground fol-
lowing nearly a century of minihg.

To that end, Goldcorp has spent $28 million
drilling more than 900 holes between 2005 and
2008 alone, and several million more since.

"It was certainly not your typical drilling
job," said Ken Tylee, senior exploration geolo-
gist, Goldcorp. "We were drilling literally feet
away from tourist attractions like the Shania
Twain centre, and literally just off people's
backyard fences."

This posed some unique problems for the
company, not only in terms of mitigating noise
and exhaust from the rigs, but also in finding
on more than one occasion that equipment
would "disappear overnight." Overhead lines
could obstruct the rigs, whue buried fibreoptic
and gas lines were often buried nearby

This past summer, Goldcorp drilled off
roughly 280 holes for more than 15,000 metres
with diamond drills and reverse circulation
drills to get a better sense of the gold veins'
orientation.

Historic production of the ore body was
done at a time where gold was worth $25 per
ounce, meaning that work and exploration

was done primarily from the larger, main por-
tions of the vein, rather than the offshoots.
The latter are part of Goldcorp's focus as it
looks to breathe new life into Hollinger.

All the drilling needed to make a production
decision is now complete, and no more wül
be done untu a positive production decision
has been made, likely early this spring. If ap-
proved, construction work will begin in 2012.

The company is now in the final stages of
submitting permit applications to the gov-
ernment, including the permit to take water,
and the certificate of approval - "the sticki-
est of the applications we need to put into the
government agencies," said Tylee.

Forestry crews are in the process of map-
ping out the exact route of the mine's 5.5-kilo-
metre haul road, which will stretch from the
site to the company's Dome mill. The height
and value of the trees are being measured in
anticipation of beginning cutting operations
through the winter months.

The eventual shape of the mining opera-
tion will involve three or four open pits, each
at 500 to 600 feet deep. They will be ringed by a
60-foot-high sloped berm made of waste rock,
which will be covered in soil and hydroseeded.
A 300-metre buffer zone wOl be established be-
tween the berm and its neighbors.

Manpower and the fleet of 150-ton trucks
formerly used at the now-closed Pamour site
will be shifted to the new open pit operation.

Once mining is complete, the pits will be
filled and grassed over. A man-made con-
toured lake will be created, then handed over
to the city for public use.

Currently, contracts are being put out for
companies to tear down and salvage the old
workings and various items scattered around
the property which has been used as a sort of
"dumping ground" through the 1970s and 80s
before sinkholes forced workers away

It's this exact safety concern that's sparking
the large-scale mining project, as decades of
underground mining in the Timmins camp
left the workings susceptible to sinkholes.

Filling them currently costs Goldcorp
$200,000 to $250,000 a year, leaving a patch of
prime downtown real estate that can never be
used until these workings are dealt with.

"If we don't do anything right now, we're go-
ing to be paying $250,000 a year forever," said
Tylee. "My kids will never be able to set foot on
that land, and we have to do the closure any-
way so we'U go in, we'll mine it with the con-
sent of the public, and try not to be disrup-
tive. We'll mine it for seven or eight years,
contour things and hand the land over, and
it'll be a place our grandkids can go to rather
than forever being a brownfields area."

It's this vision that draws great enthusiasm
from municipal leaders, including Mayor
Tom Laughren, who said the "exciting" proj-
ect brings any number of economic and so-

cial benefits to the community, not the least of
which includes sustaining its workforce and
providing feed to the mill.

More importantly he said, it wül take a mas-
sively problematic area that has been all but
wasteland for nearly ,'ÎO years and turn it into
something that will have real quality-of-life
value for residents.

"From a city perspective, we're looking for-
ward to it," said Laughren. "We see this as a
real opportunity even from a recreation per-
spective, with trails and a lake to result from
the pit work at the end."

Laughren says his optimism for the project
is shared by the majority of residents, who
have been kept in the loop through frequent
public open houses.

"We're looking for total transparency," said
Tylee, who says much of the team is now on a
first-name basis with municipal ofllcials.

It's an approach that rings true to Laughren,
who hailed the company's efforts to reach
out not just to his government but also to the
people through regular communication and
consultation.

"They've been a model corporate citizen,
and if anybody's doing this project, I'm glad
it's Goldcorp." it

wwu).goldcorp. œm
www.porcupinegoldmines. com

portal, timmins.ca

Cochrane will benefit from Detour Gold Project
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mining trucks were purchased. In November, the compa-
ny ordered two RH340 Bucyrus shovels from Toromont.

The Detour Lake Mine will be the first in the world
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to use these new-sized CAT trucks, said Beaudoin. The
truck features a diesel-electric AC drive, which is pur-
ported to extend the life of the truck under proper care
and maintenance. This large-scale truck boasts 63-inch
rims on its wheels and was chosen because of the size of
the operation.

"Many of the new mines coming online are large-scale
operations, compared to the two or three previous gen-
erations," he said, but despite the challenges associated
with a project of this magnitude, Detour Gold is ready
"We have a talented team in place that is disciplined with
expenditures and focused on achieving value through its
contracts. With this successful combination, we aim to
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build Detour Lake on time, on budget and start mining
operations in the first quarter of 2013."

In recognition of the work and commitment performed
by the technical team. Detour Gold recently received the
esteemed 2010 Ontario Prospector's Association (OPA)
Award in early December at the Ontario Exploration and
Geoscience Symposium in Sudbury

"They put together a high-quality, professional techni-
cal team, and developed one of the largest undeveloped
gold deposits in North America," said OPA's executive
director Garry Clark. Ü

www. detourgold. com
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